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What is the hardest challenge you’ve faced as a student of the Dutch language?You can work
hard on your grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation, but being able to communicate naturally
isn’t easy.In fact, the toughest part of learning Dutch is knowing how to speak like a native.Most
textbooks are made to teach you the traditional rules and structures of a language and are great
for getting around the grammar and spelling questions you may have.However, how many of
them provide you the tools necessary to have a common conversation with a best friend or
someone you’ve just met? Not many at all.Language learners often complain about this – a lack
of material that can help you familiarize yourself with the most common phrases used in
everyday conversation and in native surroundings.For this reason, we at Lingo Mastery have
developed Easy Dutch Phrase Book: Over 1500 Common Phrases for Everyday Use and Travel
for you, our favorite language-learner, so that you may find the best expressions for common
usage in Dutch and communicate with your Dutch friends, colleagues and client without any
issue!In this book:An introduction with a detailed guide on how to pronounce vowels and
consonants (as well as their combinations) in the Dutch tongue.A list of over 1500 common
phrases in Dutch, with an accurate translation in English for your understanding.A phonetics
pronunciation guide of each and every word in the phrases, included after every
translation.Finally, a conclusion to make sure you’ve learned and supply you with a final list of
tips.Your days struggling with natural communication with natives is finally over. Our Easy Dutch
Phrase Book is here.It’s time for you to take your Dutch to the next level.
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LeavingConclusionMore Books by Lingo MasteryIntroductionThe Dutch language is a West
Germanic language, which is closely related to the English language. Still, it has a complex
grammar, and is full of tongue-twisting words filled with unique pronunciation of certain
consonants. However, with our book, learning the basics of the Dutch language will be easier
than you thought it would be. Experience with other foreign languages is definitely beneficial in
the process, especially if you can speak German, but do not worry if you have none – many
Dutch words are derived from English, which will be of great help to you! Dutch also uses the
Latin alphabet, and since you are already familiar with its letters, you don’t have to worry about
having to master an entirely new alphabet.Successful acquisition of a foreign language is based
on making connections in your brain that help you memorize things, and then putting them in
context when you need them most. Context is everything when it comes to learning a language,
which is why most of the teaching practices present new vocabulary in thematic groups – here
we will do just the same! Using this book, we will learn how to navigate the plethora of situations
that travelers are likely to find themselves in – all those real situations that a tourist will
experience.So, how can Dutch (contrary to popular belief) be easy to learn? The main reason is
that once you have become familiar with its pronunciation and spelling rules, which can
admittedly take some time, it becomes reasonably easy to read and speak no matter what
words you come across. Practice makes perfect, but be aware that you might need to spend
more time working on your Dutch than you would when studying other languages.There might
be doubts crossing your mind right now. You are probably wondering if you will have to spend
hours memorizing numerous rules and exceptions. The truth is – yes, there are plenty of rules to
follow. But it is not as complicated as it sounds. Also, orthography will come to your rescue! What
kind of sorcery is this…, you may ask? It is a set group of rules (and exceptions to such) for
writing a language and it can be extremely helpful. It means writing in Dutch won’t be the case of



guessing which letters to use to write down a word, which can often be the case in English, but
rather following fairly fixed conventions. You just need to be aware that it might take a while to
memorize all the rules and exceptions, but after a while, you will also develop a natural feel for
the language. Let’s start with the easy stuff. How exactly does one learn to read Dutch perfectly?
Once you have found out how to pronounce each letter and group of letters, you will be able to
fool many, making an impression of being fluent in the language. Do you want to give it a go?
Pronunciation of Dutch vowelsThere are 5 basic vowels in Dutch: A, E, I, O, UThe vowel AIn
Dutch, all vowels can be either short or long. The long ‘a’ is pronounced like ‘a’ in the English
word father. A single ‘a’ is often short, pronounced like the ‘a’ in ‘car’, but even shorter, except for
when it is not followed by another consonant or at the end of a word. In that case, you pronounce
it just like the ‘a’ in ‘father’.Every time you see an ‘a’ in a Dutch word, you can think about the ‘a’
in ‘alarm’; both of them sound like the short pronunciation of the Dutch ‘a’. To make it even
easier, the word for ‘alarm’ is the same in Dutch. Just like the English word, the accent is placed
on the second syllable (al-ARM).Notice how we capitalize the syllables that are stressed – this is
a very important piece of information, which will allow you to pronounce words correctly from the
very beginning.Water (water), VAH-ter// the ‘a’ in this word is a long vowel. Remember to use the
‘a’ sound in the English ‘alarm’.mama (mum), MAH-mah// these two words sound similar but not
the same – the ‘u’ in English ‘mum’ leaves your lips close together, the ‘a’ in Dutch makes you
open them wide, as in ‘car’. Both vowels in this word are short.Anekdote (anecdote) ah-nek-
DOH-tuh// Make sure to pronounce each letter. In Dutch, unlike in French, every letter, even the
one standing at the very end of the word, must be pronounced. The ‘a’ in this word is short.The
vowel EJust like the letter ‘a’, the pronunciation of the letter ‘e’ changes depending on the word.
The vowel can be either short or long. The short ‘e’ is often pronounced like the ‘e’ in the English
word ‘test’. The long ‘e’ is pronounced like the ‘a’ in the English word ‘male’. In other instances,
the Dutch ‘e’ can be pronounced like ‘uh’, as in the Dutch article ‘Een’, which is pronounced as
‘uhn’.element (element) ey-luh-MENT// the word looks exactly the same, but in Dutch the stress
falls on the last syllable, while in English, on the first one. The first ‘e’ is long, the middle ‘e’ is
pronounced as ‘uh’ and the last ‘e’ is short.Stem (voice) STEM// simply add the Dutch short ‘e’
sound that you have just learned between ‘st’ and ‘m’, it couldn’t be easier!The vowel IAgain,
there are two ways to pronounce the Dutch ‘I’: short and long. The long ‘I’ sounds just like the
English ‘ee’ as in ‘cheese’ or ‘need’. The short ‘I’ sounds like the ‘I’ in the English word ‘wit’ or
‘sit’.Internet (Internet) IN-tuhr-net// written the same as in English and also sounds the
same.gratis (free) GRAH-tis// the ‘I’ is pronounced short, like the ‘I’ in ‘sit’.Bizar (bizarre) bi-
ZAHR// these words look and sound very similar. However, the ‘I’ is pronounced more clearly
than you would in English. Remember to pronounce the ‘I’ like you would in ‘cheese’.The vowel
OThe long pronunciation of the Dutch ‘o’ is similar to the ‘o’ in the English word ‘go’. The short
pronunciation of ‘o’ sounds like the first ‘o’ in the English word ‘hollow’.kopen (buy) KOH-puhn//
the ‘o’ in this word is pronounced long, like the ‘o’ in the English word ‘go’. The stress falls on the
first syllable.rond (round) ROHND// this ‘o’ is pronounced short, like the first ‘o’ in ‘hollow’.over



(about) OH-fuhr// can you see how easy the Dutch language can be? Although the definition is
different, the pronunciation of the word is almost exactly the same as in English. The only
difference is the letter ‘r’, which is a guttural sound instead of a rolled sound like in English.The
vowel UJust like all the other vowels, there is a short and long pronunciation for ‘u’. The short
pronunciation sounds like ‘uh’, similar to the ‘a’ in the English word ‘alive’. There is no English
equivalent to the long pronunciation of ‘u’, but it sounds a lot like the English pronunciation of
‘ew’, but with your lips rounded.Julia (Julia, female name) YOO-lee-ah// in Dutch, this name
sounds quite similar to the English pronunciation, although the ‘U’ is pronounced shorter. Also,
the J is not pronounced like ‘dj’, but softer like the ‘y’ in ‘yes’.stuk (piece) STUHK// the ‘u’ is
pronounced short, like the English pronunciation of ‘Uh’.Nu (now) noo// The ‘u’ is pronounced
similar to the double ‘o’ in English, for example in the word ‘too’.We know that all this might be
confusing at first, and it will take some time for you to get your head around Dutch pronunciation.
Dutch words can also look intimidating in the beginning. You will see more consonants than you
could (and would ever want to) pronounce at once. But don’t worry! Keep reading and by using
our little tricks to make reading in Dutch easier, you will see that everything is pronounceable!
Dutch consonantsSimilarities between consonants in Dutch and EnglishLet’s start with the good
news. Most Dutch consonants are similar in pronunciation to the English ones! These are: b, c,
d, f, h, k, l, m, n, p, q, s, t, x, y, z.There are a few important things to remember. In Dutch, the ‘d’ is
often pronounced the same, although it is sometimes pronounced like ‘t’, often when it is at the
end of a word. The ‘w’ is pronounced with relaxed lips, instead of rounded lips like in English.
Some consonants, like ‘r’ and ‘g’ are pronounced like a guttural sound. This might take some
getting used to.Dutch consonants that sound different than in EnglishThese consonants are
spelled in the same way as the English ones, but their pronunciation is different. This is the case
with the following consonants:Letter gLet’s start with the most difficult, and most infamous,
Dutch consonant. The Dutch ‘g’ is a very distinctive sound, which can be hard to get used to at
first. There is no similar sound in the English language. The ‘g’ is pronounced somewhat like a
guttural ‘h’ sound, made at the back of your mouth, as if you are clearing your throat. Try listening
to some audio recordings and imitate the sound. It might feel strange at first, but do not worry,
you will get used to it! (Since there is no equivalent in English, there isn’t an equivalent phonetic
way to depict it either, and in this book we’re just using the letter ‘g’. However, please remember
it’s never pronounced like an English ‘g’.)God (god) GOHT// these words are spelled the same
but pronounced completely different. Remember to pronounce the ‘g’ as a guttural sound, as if
you are clearing your throat. Also, remember the ‘o’ is a short vowel here, like the first ‘o’ in
‘hollow’. The ‘d’ is pronounced like a ‘t’.Graag (gladly) GRAHG// this is a difficult one. Start with
the voiceless, guttural ‘g’ sound in the back of your mouth and continue to ‘roll’ the sound
forward to the middle of your mouth towards an ‘r’. Add a long ‘a’ and end with another guttural
‘g’. This might take some practice.Begin (begin) buh-GIN// again, this word looks the same as in
English, but is pronounced different. The stress falls on the last syllable, just like it would in
English. In English, the ‘e’ is pronounced like an ‘I’, but in Dutch it sounds more like an ‘uh’.



Remember the guttural ‘g’, like you are clearing your throat, and put it all together.Letter jThe
Dutch ‘j’ is pronounced like the English ‘y’ in ‘yes’, or ‘yellow’. This one is much easier than the
‘g’, although it may cause some confusion in the beginning. Let’s look at some more complicated
examples now. Jarig (having one’s birthday) YAH-rig// the ‘j’ is pronounced like the ‘y’ in ‘yes’.
The ‘a’ in this word is a long vowel, like in ‘alarm’. The ‘r’ is a rolling sound, at the back of the
mouth, and remember to make the guttural ‘g’ sound. It might look intimidating but give it some
practice!Jongen (boy) YOHNG-uhn// start with the ‘j’, pronounced like the English ‘y’. Continue
with a short ‘o’, like the first ‘o’ in the English word ‘hollow’. The ‘ng’ sound is the same as in
English, and the ‘e’ is pronounced like ‘uh’.Oranje (orange) oh-RAHN-yuh// These words look
similar and have the same meaning. In Dutch, the stress falls on the second syllable, instead of
the first syllable like the English word for ‘orange’. Start with a long ‘o’ as in ‘go’, continue with a
rolling ‘r’ and a short ‘a’. The combination of the letters ‘n and j’ might take some getting used to,
but you just need to remember to clearly pronounce both sounds. The ‘n’ is pronounced the
same as in English and remember to pronounce the ‘j’ like the ‘y’ in ‘yes’.Letter rTh letter ‘r’ is
also quite different from the English ‘r’. There are two ways to pronounce the ‘r’ in Dutch,
depending on its place in a word. At the beginning of a word, or before a vowel, the Dutch ‘r’ is a
much harder sound than the English ‘r’. It is more guttural, whereas the English ‘r’ is a soft,
rolling sound. This ‘r’ is formed in the back of the mouth. Try listening to some recordings to
compare the Dutch and English ‘r’ to get used to this sound. At the end of a word, the Dutch ‘r’
sounds similar to the English ‘r’.Rood (red) ROHT// being at the beginning of the word, this ‘r’ is
pronounced like a guttural sound. Remember the Dutch ‘g’, but make the sound more rolling.
The ‘o’ is a long vowel, and the ‘d’ is pronounced like a ‘t’.Radar (radar) RAH-dahr// These words
are spelled the same but pronounced different. The first ‘r’ is pronounced like a guttural sound,
and the second ‘r’ is pronounced the same as the English ‘r’. Instead of pronouncing the first ‘a’
as an ‘e’, it is pronounced like the long ‘a’ (as in father). The second ‘a’ is pronounced like a short
‘a’, which sounds similar to the English pronunciation in this word. Ster (star) STER// Again,
these words look quite similar. The ‘st’ sound is the same as in English, and the ‘e’ is
pronounced short, like in ‘test’. Being at the end of the word, you can pronounce the ‘r’ the same
as you would in English, although a bit less rolling and formed in the back of the mouth.Letter
vThe Dutch letter ‘v’ is often pronounced the same as the English ‘v’, although it is sometimes
closer to an ‘f’. Let’s look at some examples. Vader (father) FAH-duhr// these words are quite
similar, and their pronunciation is also close. However, keep in mind some important differences.
The ‘v’ is pronounced the same as the ‘f’ in father. Open your mouth a little wider as you say the
‘a’. The ‘d’ is pronounced like a regular ‘d’, and you finish the word just like you would in English
(‘er’).Verkeer (traffic) fuhr-KEYR// just like the previous example, the ‘v’ sounds like an ‘f’. The
first ‘e’ is a short vowel, and the ‘r’ is pronounced like the English ‘r’, although a bit less rolling.
Whenever you see a combination of two of the same vowels, this is always pronounced as a
long vowel. The ‘r’ at the end of the word is pronounced like the Dutch guttural ‘r’.Levend (alive)
LEY-fuhnd// the ‘v’ is pronounced more like the English ‘v’ than the ‘f’. The sound is a bit softer



than in the previous examples, because it is in the middle of a word, instead of at the beginning.
The first ‘e’ is a long vowel, which sounds similar to the English ‘a’ in ‘came’. The ‘d’ is at the end
of the word, which means it is pronounced like a ‘t’.Letter wThe Dutch letter ‘w’ is pronounced
with relaxed lips, instead of rounded like the English ‘w’. Sometimes it sounds more like a ‘v’, like
in ‘vacation’, but without the clear puff of air. This is pretty straightforward when ‘w’ stands alone
(or is placed between vowels) but gets a little tricky when joined by other consonants. Then, it
becomes almost like an ‘f’ sound. However, in an ideal world, where everyone cares about
pronouncing everything exactly how it should be pronounced, it should remain as close to the ‘v’
sound as possible. You can practice with the examples below: Wonen (to live) VOH-nuhn//
remember to stay close to the ‘v’ sound, but without the puff of air. The ‘o’ is a long vowel, and
the ‘e’ sounds like ‘uh’.Dwaas (fool) DVAHS// start with a soft sounding ‘d’ and try to stick to the
‘v’ sound as much as you can. Remember to hold back the urge to round your lips, as you would
with an English ‘w’.Pronunciation of Dutch diphthongsWe are almost at the end of the many
surprises that the Dutch pronunciation offers. There are just a few of them left so hold on
tight.CHIn Dutch, the combination of the vowels ‘c’ and ‘h’ sounds the same as the Dutch ‘g’. It is
never pronounced like the ‘ch’ in the English word ‘chair’. Remember to imitate the sound of
clearing your throat. Chaos (chaos) GAH-ohs// Even though these words are spelled the same,
they sound very different. Remember to start with the guttural ‘g’ sound and pronounce the ‘a’
like the short vowel, instead of like an ‘e’ as you would in English.Lachen (to smile) LAHG-uhn//
the ‘a’ is a short vowel in this word; remember to pronounce the ‘ch’ like the guttural ‘g’. The ‘e’ is
pronounced like ‘uh’.Schoenen (shoes) SGOO-nuhn// the ‘ch’ is pronounced the same as the
examples above but preceded by an ‘s’. The ‘oe’ is pronounced the same as you would in the
English word ‘shoes’. NGIn Dutch, the combination of the letters ‘n’ and ‘g’ sounds the same as
the ‘ng’ in the English word ‘hang’ or ‘long’. It is never pronounced like the ‘ng’ n the English word
‘danger’. Let’s see some examples. Lang (long) LAHNG// these words look and sound quite
similar. The only difference is the vowel ‘a’, which is a short vowel.Zingen (to sing) ZING-uhn//
remember to pronounce the ‘ng’ like the ‘ng’ in the English word ‘hang’. The ‘I’ is a short vowel,
and the ‘e’ sounds like ‘uh’.OEThis vowel combination sounds the same as the ‘oo’ in the
English word ‘choose’.Groen (green) GROON// pronounce the ‘oe’ as the ‘oo’ in the English
word ‘choose’. Remember the gutteral ‘g’ and ‘r’ sounds; it might take some practice to get this
combination down.Snoep (candy) SNOOP// remember to pronounce the ‘oe’ like the ‘oo’ in
‘choose’. The combination of the consonants ‘s’ and ‘n’ is pretty straightforward, just combine
the two letters like you would in English.OU / AUThese two vowel combinations sound exactly
the same, and it sounds like the English ‘ou’ in ‘house’ or the ‘o’ in ‘now’. The only difference is
that in Dutch, you always make a Dutch ‘w’ sound after the ‘ou’ or ‘au’, which is quite similar to
the combination of ‘ow’ in the English word ‘now’. Jou (you) YAU// these words are quite similar.
The ‘j’ sounds like the English ‘y’ in ‘you’. The ‘ou’, however is not pronounced like the English
‘oo’ in ‘choose’, but like the ‘ou’ in ‘house’. Gebouw (building) guh-BAU// the combination of the
letters ‘ouw’ sound the same as the English ‘ow’ in ‘now’ or ‘how’. Remember the guttural



sounding ‘g’, and you’ve got this!UIThere is no English equivalent to the Dutch vowel
combination ‘ui’, but it sounds a bit like a combination of the sounds ‘a’, ‘uu’ and ‘I’ put together,
but emphasize the ‘uu’ sound. In the phonetic descriptions we’ve left it as “UI” because there
isn’t an English equivalent, but please study and apply the pronunciation as explained below.
Tuin (garden) TUIN// try to make a combination of the sounds ‘a’, ‘uu’ and ‘I’, and remember to
emphasize the ‘uu’. Suiker (sugar) SUI-ker// the ‘ui’ is pronounced the same as in the previous
example. Remember to pronounce the ‘e’ as an ‘uh’ sound. With some practice, you will get this
right!EI / IJThese vowel combinations are pronounced the same, and its pronunciation is
somewhere in between ‘fate’ and ‘fight’. The French have a similar sound, like the ‘ei’ in the city
‘Marseille’. This might help you remember the sound of the Dutch ‘ei’ and ‘ij’. Let’s have a look at
some examples. Trein (train) TRAIN// try to make an ‘ei’ sound that is in between ‘fate’ and
‘fight’. The rest of the word is pronounced the same as in English.Meisje (girl) MAIS-yuh// the ‘ei’
is pronounced the same as in the previous example, somewhere in between ‘fate’ and ‘fight’.
The combination of the consonants ‘sj’ sounds like the ‘sh’ in the English word ‘ship’.Bonus
notes on dialectsThere are several distinctive dialects in Dutch. Most people in the Southern
regions of the Netherlands speak Flemish, or Limburgish. This dialect has a much softer sound
to it. This is because the Dutch language is closer related to the English language, and Flemish
has more of a French influence. For example, they do not pronounce the ‘g’ as a guttural sound,
but like a soft ‘g’. It almost sounds like a hissing sound. They also use some different words than
the Dutch vocabulary, although a Flemish person will most often understand you if you speak
Dutch to them.Besides Dutch and Flemish, there is another dialect that is an official language in
the Netherlands: Frisian. It is spoken in the northern region of the Netherlands, the province of
‘Friesland’. Roughly speaking, each province has its own dialect. But in fact, there are over 15
officially recognized dialects. However, do not let this confuse you, because these dialects all
adhere to the same vocabulary and grammar rules. If you stick to the standard Dutch language,
you will be able to communicate with everyone in the Netherlands. There is no need to
familiarize yourself with any specific dialect, although you should not be surprised if someone
uses a slightly different pronunciation than you have learned. ColorsYellowGeelGeylGreen
GroenGroonBlue BlauwBlauwRedRoodRohtLight blueLicht blauwLigt blauwVioletLicht
paarsLigt pahrsPinkRozeROH-zuhBrownBruinBruinWhiteWitVitBlackZwartZvahrtGrayGrijsGrais
GoldGoudGautOrangeOranjeoh-RAHN-yuhSilverZilverSIL-fuhrWhat color is that sign?Welke
kleur heeft dat bord?VEL-kuh kluhr heyft daht bohrt?Is the cartoon in color?Is de cartoon in
kleur?Is duh car-TOON in kluhr?Is this television show in color?Is dit televisieprogramma in
kleur?Is dit tey-luh-VEE-zee pro-GRAH-mah in kluhr?This is a red pen.Dit is een rode pen.Dit is
uhn ROH-duh pen.This piece of paper is blue.Dit stuk papier is blauw.Dit stuhk pah-PEER is
blauw.What color is that car?Welke kleur heeft die auto?VEL-kuh kluhr heyft dee AU-toh?What
color are your clothes?Welke kleur is jouw kleding?VEL-kuh kluhr is yau KLEY-ding?Is this the
right color?Is dit de juiste kleur?Is dit duh YUIS-tuh kluhr?What color is the stop light?Welke
kleur heeft het stoplicht?VEL-kuh kluhr heyft het STOP-ligt?Does that color mean danger?



Betekent die kleur gevaar?Buh-TEY-kent dee kluhr guh-FAHR?That bird is red.Die vogel is
rood.Dee VOH-guhl is roht.What color is that animal?Welke kleur heeft dat dier?VEL-kuh kluhr
heyft daht deer?The sky is blue.De lucht is blauw.Duh lugt is blauw.The clouds are white.De
wolken zijn wit.Duh VOL-kuhn sain vit.That paint is blue.Die verf is blauw.Dee ferf is blauw.Press
the red button.Druk op de rode knop.Druhk ohp duh ROH-duh knohp.Don’t press the red
button.Druk niet op de rode knop.Druhk neet ohp duh ROH-duh knohp.Black and WhiteZwart en
witZvahrt en vit.Look at all the colors.Kijk naar alle kleuren.Kaik nahr AH-luh KLUH-ruhn.Is that a
color television?Is dat een kleurentelevisie?Is daht uhn KLUH-ruhn tey-luh-VEE-zee?What color
do you see?Welke kleur zie jij?VEL-kuh kluhr zee yai?Can I have the color blue?Mag ik de kleur
blauw?Mahg ik duh kluhr blauw?What colors do you have for these frames?Welke kleuren heb
je voor deze monturen?VEL-kuh KLUH-ruhn heb yuh fohr DEY-zuh mohn-TOO-ruhn?Don’t go
until the color is green.Ga pas als de kleur groen is.Gah pahs ahls duh kluhr groon is.Colored
pencilsGekleurde potlodenGuh-KLUHR-duh POHT-loh-duhnColoring
pensKleurpotlodenKLUHR-poht-loh-duhnThe sharpener is black.De puntenslijper is zwart.Duh
PUHN-tuhn-slai-puhr is zvahrt.Do you have this in another color?Heb je dit in een andere kleur?
Heb yuh dit in uhn AHN-duh-ruh kluhr?Do you have this in a darker color?Heb je dit in een
donkerder kleur?Heb yuh dit in uhn DONG-kuhr-duhr kluhr?Do you have this in a lighter color?
Heb je dit in een lichtere kleur?Heb yuh dit in uhn LIG-tuh-ruh kluhr?Can you paint my house
blue? Kun je mijn huis blauw schilderen?Kuhn yuh main huis blauw SGIL-duh-ruhn?Can you
paint my car the same color?Kun je mijn auto in dezelfde kleur schilderen?Kuhn yuh main AU-
toh in duh-ZELF-duh kluhr SGIL-duh-ruhn?The flag has three different colors.De vlag heeft drie
verschillende kleuren.Duh flahg heyft dree fer-SGIL-luhn-duh KLUH-ruhn.Is the color on the flag
red?Is de kleur op de vlag rood?Is duh kluhr op duh flag roht?NumbersZero NulNuhlOne
EenEynTwo TweeTveyThree DrieDreeFour VierFeerFive VijfFaifSix ZesZesSeven
ZevenZEY-fuhnEight AchtAgtNine NegenNEY-guhnTen TienTeenEleven ElfElfTwelve
TwaalfTvahlfThirteen DertienDER-teenFourteen VeertienFEER-teenFifteen VijftienFAIF-
teenSixteen ZestienZES-teenSeventeen ZeventienZEY-vuhn-teenEighteen AchttienAG-
teenNineteen NegentienNEY-guhn-teenTwenty TwintigTVIN-tigTwenty-one EenentwintigEYN-
en-tvin-tigTwenty-two  Tweeëntwintig
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Grady Harp, “‘Hoe gaat het met u?’ - ‘How do you do? – Learning Dutch made easy. Lingo
Mastery continues to be a valuable resource to make Dutch more accessible to a wider
population. Following in the style of Dutch Words in Context, Dutch Short Stories, and
Conversational Dutch Dialogues this new volume of 1500 Dutch Phrases is full of new
vocabulary to enhance communication. In the Introductory Note the goal is stated well: ‘The
Dutch language is a West Germanic language, which is closely related to the English language.
Still, it has complex grammar, and is full of tongue-twisting words filled with unique pronunciation
of certain consonants. However, with our book, learning the basics of the Dutch language will be
easier than you thought it would be. Experience with other foreign languages is definitely
beneficial in the process, especially if you speak German, but do not worry if you have none –
many Dutch words are derived from English, which will be of great help to you! Dutch also uses
the Latin alphabet, and since you are already familiar with its letters, you don’t have to worry
about having to master an entirely new alphabet. Successful acquisition of a foreign language is
based on making connections in your brain that help you memorize things, and then putting
them in context when you need them most…’What follows, before the phrases placed here to
learn, is a fine lesson in pronunciation of vowels, consonants, the importance of stress and
intonation, and then the supply of valuable lessons begins – colors, numbers, greetings, date
and time, common questions, medical, ordering food, transportation, religious questions,
emergency, technology, conversation tips, date night, money and shopping, children and pets,
traveler’s guide, directions, apologies, small talk, business, the weather, hotel, sports and
exercise – all spelled out in accessible format with Dutch to English translation to correct
pronunciation for learning. And so it proceeds with one of the more accessible adjuncts to
mastering the Dutch vocabulary in a manner that places words in context and thus – easy to
remember!The technique is solid and the lessons well taught. This is a very fine continued
introduction to the Dutch language, a book much needed at this time in our national status!
Grady Harp, July 21”

Shaina Smith, “Great pronunciation guides. I'm behind in my studies, so I haven't had the
opportunity to read through this completely. I have, however, gone through the pronunciation
guide for consonants, vowels, and diphthongs. I started adding pronunciations to my flashcards
to ensure I'm practicing the words correctly.I would say the book is worth the price just for the
pronunciation guide alone!I intend to work through this book once I'm finished with my current
course - so probably around December 2021. I'll update my review regarding the phrases when I
do.”

Lola, “Nice book for picking up some handy Dutch phrases quickly. I recently moved to the
Netherlands from the US and am trying to learn Dutch for my job. While this book does not



replace an actual language course, it is a nice resource for quickly picking up some useful day-
to-day phrases. I particularly like the "Common Questions" section, which handles a lot of
common scenarios that you will encounter in day-to-day life in the Netherlands (e.g., "Will the
weather be ok for outside activities?," "Where is the nearest place to eat?," "What types of
payment are accepted?"). The are also some very useful phrases in the Medical, Restaurant,
Transportation and Shopping sections. Overall, it's a great guide to have on your phone if you're
visiting the Netherlands or just starting out living here. However, it won't try to teach you Dutch
grammar, so if you're planning to live in the Netherlands for a long time then you will eventually
want to sign up for a language course.”

RobertDodd, “Well designed Dutch learning material for A1, A2 learners. This book will inspire
you to study because the translations are 99.9 percent correct...which is amazing when you
consider all of the situational areas that it covers. Someone really thought out all of the possible
situation questions, statements that you should learn. The book taught me more than words, it
inspired me to finish the book. I knew that I was studying material that I would need for
exchanges with my colleagues and my Dutch teacher. I've studied six languages with Dutch
being my last. I would recommend starting your journey with this level, progress to the 100
dialogues book and continue with the short stories. Your colleagues, friends and teacher will be
amazed with your progress. Take it slow, dissect the sentences and build confidence that this
book is really teaching you valuable language skills.”

Jennifer Spitzer, “Very helpful book!. I've been trying to learn Dutch on and off for a few years
now. Sometimes it is really hard to get motivated. Recently started up my learning apps again
and added this book to study along with everything else. It is great, and really has helped! With
helpful phrases and help with pronunciation, I'd recommend adding this to your list!”

Grace Z., “Excellent way to supplement language learning. I was happy to obtain another book
from the people at Lingo Mastery! I've found that these books are a great way to supplement my
Dutch study. While I'm usually not a big fan of the "words & phrases" approach to language
learning, I've reached a point in my Dutch where any new information is beneficial, and it's great
to be able to learn some sayings. It obviously won't teach you Dutch, but will help you learn
some new and relevant things.”

Flutter, “Perfect for Companion for Learning Dutch. Very well written and very helpful for those
learning Dutch. Nice layout and easy to understand. An absolute must-add to your language
learning library.”

Ebook Library Reader, “organized by subject. I purchased this as a vocabulary reminder and to
see how the words are actually used.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Easy Dutch Phrase Book. This book plainly explains how to pronounce
the the language, then it goes on to explain how to pronounce common words, and sentences. I
have been learning Dutch for a year and this book helps me with my studies and compliments
the program I am using.”

Manish Ruke, “Easily explained pronunciation. I have bought kindle edition of this book and each
and every sentence have well explained in English to dutch sentence, but dutch pronunciation is
below dutch sentence, contents are easy to browse by just one click, I reccomend it spent at
least 1 hour of reading daily”

Cliente Ebook LibraryT88, “Ottimo libro. Grande varietà di frasi, veramente utile. Buon prodotto”

The book by Lingo Mastery has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 36 people have provided feedback.
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